The book was found

The Baptist Hymnal (Prussian Blue)
The Baptist Hymnal, as a book for both congregational and private worship, undergirds and contributes to the Southern Baptist Convention’s growing interest in and emphasis on authentic worship among our churches. This Baptist Hymnal has several features that will make it more attractive to our Baptist fellowship. In particular, it contains more musical items than any previous Baptist hymnal; there are contemporary classical hymns, contemporary gospel songs, renewal songs/choruses, ethnic hymnody, as well as traditional hymns and gospel songs we love to sing. Also contains Plan of Salvation, Responsive Readings, and Spoken Benedictions.
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**Customer Reviews**

The hymnal was in excellent condition and met all my expectations. The only issue was that it had been imprinted with the church name on the front cover. The description implied that there was no imprint which is what I was looking for.

Bought as a family present... the wife was thrilled. Having an authentic hymnal out of a local Texas church was a great find! This particular hymnal was in fantastic condition. Nothing beats have your own church hymnal, especially if your church has all but eliminated hymns from the service... c'mon we're in our young 40's and we really enjoy some good authentic hymns as part of worship y'all!

This Hymnbook is in excellent shape and contains many good old songs. Some of the really oldies are still missing however. So I will be looking for another one too.

I did not expect a brand new book, but i did not expect one to be sold in the very used condition with the previous church stamp inside it.
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